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Social Voting Advice Applications Definitions, Challenges, Datasets and Evaluation
Ioannis Katakis, Nicolas Tsapatsoulis, Fernando Mendez, Vasiliki Triga, Constantinos Djouvas

Abstract—Voting Advice Applications (VAAs) are online tools
that have become increasingly popular and purportedly aid users
in deciding which party/candidate to vote for during an election.
In this paper we present an innovation to current VAA design
which is based on the introduction of a social network element.
We refer to this new type of online tool as a Social Voting
Advice Application (SVAA). SVAAs extend VAAs by providing
(a) community-based recommendations, (b) comparison of users’
political opinions and (c) a channel of user communication. In
addition, SVAAs, enriched with data mining modules, can operate
as citizen sensors recording the sentiment of the electorate on
issues and candidates. Drawing on VAA datasets generated by the
Preference Matcher research consortium, we evaluate the results
of the first VAA –Choose4Greece– which incorporated social
voting features and was launched during the landmark Greek
national elections of 2012. We demonstrate how a Social VAA
can provide community based features and, at the same time,
serve as a citizen sensor. Evaluation of the proposed techniques
is realized on a series of datasets collected from various VAAs,
including Choose4Greece. The collection is made available on-line
in order to promote research in the field.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the most significant advancements of the world wide
web is the establishment of social media, where users form
online communities, share content and interact with each other.
With 23% of web traffic generated by social network usage
[1], social media are radically changing the way content is
developed and distributed. This is especially the case in the
political domain where the impact of social media is being
attributed with an increasingly significant role, for instance in
facilitating the recent popular mobilizations in various Arab
spring countries [2].
In this paper we introduce a relatively new online phenomenon that involves the development of so-called Voting
Advice Applications (VAAs), which are deployed during an
election campaign. As the name implies, VAAs are essentially
vote recommendation systems. For many advocates of such
online tools, if appropriately designed VAAs could be beneficial for the electoral process since they promote more rational
reasoning on the part of voters, fill important information gaps
and can ultimately have positive impact on voter turnout [3].
A typical VAA involves users expressing their preferences
on a set of policy statements that cover a range of issues
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deemed relevant to the wider election campaign. Most VAAs
have around 30 policy statements, but some such as Smartvote
in Switzerland can include over 70 policy items. The user is
invited to submit their opinion, whether they strongly disagree,
disagree, agree, strongly agree, on a particular policy statement. The policy positions of parties or candidates are already
encoded in the system so that once a user has filled in the
online policy questionnaire the tool then matches the user with
the closest party or candidate. In short, VAAs currently provide
a voting recommendation based on the overall congruence
of a user’s stated policy preferences with those of parties
or candidates in the system –with the closest match ranked
highest.
In this paper we build on current VAA research and practice
by exploring an innovation which we refer to as a Social
Voting Advice Application (SVAA). As a complementary
feature of a VAA, it can be distinguished from current issue
based recommendations by providing community based recommendations. The latter enables users to compare political
opinions with their friends, other users, as well as providing a
channel of inter-network communication through a blog like
feature. The principal analytical focus of this paper will be
on community recommendations based on like-minded users.
Building on this social element, we also discuss the utility
of SVAAs as citizen sensors and, in particular, how SVAAs
enriched with data mining modules, can sense the emotion of
the electorate on specific issues and parties/candidates.
To make our argument we will draw on datasets gathered
by a VAA has been developed by a research consortium,
Preference Matcher (www.preferencematcher.org), that brings
together researchers from three universities (Cyprus University
of Technology, University of Zurich and the University of
Twente). For the purposes of illustrating our social voting
model we will be principally relying on a pioneering case,
the Choose4Greece VAA, which was deployed during the
landmark Greek elections of May 2012 by the Preference
Matcher team. However, for the purposes of comparison we
will also include a number of Preference Matcher VAAs
deployed in five other country cases between 2010 and 2013.
The contribution of this work can be summarized into the
following points:
• The proposal of a number of different approaches for generating vote advice in SVAAs. Two of these approaches
are specifically designed for the problem of providing
community-based advice in a Voting Advice Application.
• An extensive experimental evaluation and discussion of
the proposed vote advice systems on real datasets.
• A collection of new datasets, taken from real VAAs, that
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were launched in various countries. As far as we know,
this includes the first application of community based
recommendation in a VAA.
This work extends and improves the preliminary study
presented in [4]1 . In addressing this topic, which lies at
the intersection between Computer and Political Science, our
aim is to make this contribution as comprehensible to both
communities as possible. The structure of the paper is as
follows. In the following section we review work on voting
advice applications and recommendation systems. In Section
III we define the concept of a Social VAA, present its
advantages, and introduce a SVAA developed by our research
team (Choose4Greece). Next, (Section VI) a number of issuebased and community-based vote suggestion approaches are
presented. Section V presents the collection of datasets compiled by our research team. Evaluation setup is described in
section VII while results are discussed in Section VIII. Section
IX includes a discussion on how SVAAs can be utilized as
sensors. Finally, the findings and potential applications of our
research are summarized in Section X.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Voting Advice Applications are currently mostly studied
from a political science perspective [5]. In this work we extend
VAAs by incorporating social network information in order
to provide vote advice. This requires the re-definition of the
problem as a special kind of collaborative recommendation
[6] or data classification task (see Section IV). In addition we
investigate how SVAAs can be utilized as citizen sensors.
Our research is related to a number of different fields,
namely a) Voting Advice Applications (currently addressed by
Political Science), b) Recommendation Systems (from Computer Science), and c) Social Networks as Citizen Sensors. In
the last subsection, we discuss our work in relation to other
dataset collections.
A. Voting Advice Applications
Largely as a result of their recent proliferation, much of this
aided by the rise of social media, as well as their potential to
have an impact on electoral outcomes, VAA research during
this formative stage has been largely taken up by political
scientists [7]. A number of research agendas are beginning to
emerge at this, admittedly, early stage of diffusion (see [8] for
the most recent review). Some authors, not surprisingly, adopt
a rather positive assessment of VAA potential ([9], [10]) whilst
others are more skeptical [11]. An obvious starting point has
been to focus on the characteristics of VAA users ([12],[13],
[14]). Some have tried to measure possible effects of VAAs on
political mobilisation ([15], [16]). In fact according to some
latest research, scholars have estimated a positive effect on
turnout in the region of 4 per cent in the Dutch case of 2006
1 in the following ways: a) five approaches of voting advice are discussed
with many additional variations, b) five datasets are utilized in the evaluation
section that are made available online, c) an extensive experimental evaluation
is included, using more datasets, methods, and evaluation metrics, d) the
discussion includes additional topics like user evaluation, stream classification
and the cold start problem, correlation of recommendations and social VAAs
as citizen sensors.
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([17]). Another perspective is to take up the issue of how
VAAs are designed. A number of methodological concerns
have emerged. The area most relevant to this paper is research
on the choice of matching algorithms used by VAAs. In
[18], Mendez compares four models for calculating the userparty congruence. The first two are based on how close the
answers of the party and the user are (proximity models) and
are implemented either by Euclidean or City Block metrics.
Other models are based on so-called directional theory, which
take into account the polarity of the opinions (i.e. if the
answer of the voter and the candidate lie on the same side
(disagree - agree) of the Likert scale). Two metrics are used,
the Scalar Product and a hybrid metric. The basic claim of
the paper is that directional inspired models perform better. In
[19] the authors share their concern that the output of voting
assistance tools might be strategically manipulated by political
actors and that VAAs might be most advantageous to nonprogrammatic political parties. Finally, Walgrave et. al. [20]
study the effect of the selection of statements and its impact
on the recommendations that are produced. The paper suggests
that certain configurations might favour certain parties.
All in all, VAA research has been currently dominated by
political science perspectives. One limitation of current VAA
design, which has been largely dominated by the political
science approach, is that thus far little has been done in
terms of taking advantage of the voter community in order to
enable advanced features like collaborative vote suggestions
or interactions between voters.
B. Recommendation Systems & Data Mining
A recommendation engine is an information system that
suggests items (e.g. books, movies, etc) to users. The methods
that have been proposed for recommendations can be organized into the following categories (for an extended review of
the field see [21]):
• Content-based: Users are recommended items similar to
the ones they preferred in the past [22], [23].
• Collaborative-filtering: Users are recommended items that
people with similar preferences liked in the past [24],
[25], [26].
Concerning the first approach, the preferences of the user for
political parties other than the one they intend to vote for are
typically unknown. Furthermore, the voting history of a user is
generally not collected or not existing (new voters). Moreover,
as we discuss in Section IV, the voting recommendation
problem has an additional dimension in comparison with
conventional content-based recommendation problems. In this
case, there are the users (voters), the items (political parties)
and the questions (policy statements). In order to produce
recommendations we need to exploit all three elements.
As far as we are aware, the only recent work that deals with
the VAA problem from a Computer Science perspective is that
of Terán et al [27], [28]. However, this is still an issue-based
recommendation, since the vote intention of the users is not
taken into consideration and voter modeling is not constructed
(see Section IV). The authors use a fuzzy clustering approach
to provide a visualization-based recommendation. In order
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to achieve this, they apply dimensionality reduction to the
profiles of the candidates and the VAA user seeking for
advice. Another recent work towards dimensionality reduction
is presented in [29].
C. Mining Social Networks
The rise of social networks during the last years draw
the attention of the research community. Some representative
approaches are discussed in this section. ArnetMiner is one of
the most popular publication/researcher search engines. In [30]
many challenging tasks are confronted like the modeling of the
research community using generative probabilistic models. In
[31] the authors present LikeMiner which is a software that
can capture the represenativeness and influence of objects.
The system is based on mining a ’like’-graph in a social
network and its effectiveness is demonstrated on Facebook
data. Another interesting work on a similar topic is presented
in [32], where the authors utilize what they define as “social
endorsements networks” in order to assign tags to entities
existing in social systems like Twitter or Flickr.
Contrary to the aforementioned social networks, in contemporary VAAs, like Choose4Greece, only a few types of
user connections are recorded. Hence, since many approaches
in this category are graph-based methods [33], they are not
suitable for our case. However, the latest Preference Matcher
platform will allow such connections by tracking relationships
between a user recommending a VAA and the user accepting
the invitation and filling the questionnaire (for more information on this feature please refer to Section X).
D. Social Networks as Citizen Sensors
Social Networks are constantly gaining popularity since
they provide users with valuable community based features.
Moreover, the vast information exchange as well as user
interactions in an online community can be exploited for a
variety of cases. In [34], insights into the dynamics of rating
content by users of social tagging systems are described while
[35] overviews approaches that analyze group information in
Flickr in order to improve image retrieval.
Social media, like Twitter, are utilized for political analysis
and for sensing the emotion of the electorate. [36] investigates
the role of Twitter in political deliberation and participation
by analyzing the ways in which South Korean politicians
use Twitter. In [37] the authors study the process of opinion
convergence by analyzing Twitter data of Singapore General
Elections 2011. Canover et al. [38] describe several methods
for predicting the political alignment of micro-blogging users
based on the structure and content of their communication.
Finally, a study on user comments on the Facebook walls of
politicians is described in [39].
E. Dataset Contribution
The area of Machine Learning / Data Mining is one of
the most applied research fields in Artificial Intelligence with
rapid emergence of new interesting application domains. For
the newly introduced problems, experts of the field have to
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invent new approaches or adapt the already existing ones
to the problems’ specific requirements. The main obstacle
in many cases is the unavailability of real-world benchmark
datasets that would enable the evaluation of novel solutions.
Inevitably, artificial data are created but the results obtained
are considered equivocal.
In order to overcome this obstacle researchers of the field,
with the aid of domain experts, introduce such benchmarks
in various data mining / machine learning venues [40], [41],
[42], [43]. This paper introduces and makes available a number of real-world datasets for the domain of Voting Advice
Applications. The authors’ motivation is to promote research
in the field.
III. C HOOSE 4G REECE & S OCIAL VAA S
As mentioned above our focus is on one particular deployment of a VAA developed by the Preference Matcher team, the
Choose4Greece (http://www.choose4greece.org) VAA. Where
relevant we also draw insights through comparison with VAAs
deployed by Preference Matcher team in other countries. The
key feature of the Choose4Greece experiment explored in this
paper is the introduction by the research team of a social
voting advice module into the VAA design. More specifically,
Choose4Greece implemented the following social features:
• Collaborative voting advice. In addition to voter-party
similarity, Choose4Greece is able to provide with community based recommendations (see next section).
• Friend functions. Users can compare political views with
each other. Each user is provided with a unique private
PIN number used to save results and a public PIN (Figure
1a) that can be sent to other users for comparison (Figure
1b).
• Blog. Users could leave comments and feedback at the
Choose4Greece blog where they also interact with the
research team.
There were additional, innovative features of the VAA,
which include the way in which the political parties were
coded (using a Delphi system) and the presentation of results
based on two different matching algorithms. The description
of these additional features can be found in a report [44] in
the FAQs sections of the Choose4Greece VAA. However, the
methodological issues addressed in that report are not relevant
to the analysis conducted in this paper.
As with any self-administered online survey there is a self
selection problem with VAAs. Respondents, especially in the
case of VAAs, tend to be more interested in politics and more
educated than the average voter, and therefore more likely
to complete a 30 policy statement questionnaire. Nonetheless
with many of the successfully deployed VAAs, as the number
of users increases it may be possible to make inferences about
the wider population of voters. Indeed, there are a number of
papers that do precisely this by using weighting techniques to
make inferences about, say, the dimensionality of the political
space [45] or the positions of political parties in the policy
space [46]. However, representativeness is less of an issue for
our paper since we are not making inferences about the entire
voter population but rather those that participated by completing the VAA questionnaire. In the case of chooe4greece, this
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amounted to more than 75,000 users after data cleaning (more
details for the dataset are presented in Section V).
A typical VAA includes two basic elements: a) a questionnaire that voters complete and b) the output of the VAA which
is a similarity match between the user and all the political
parties included in a VAA. However, with an appropriately
designed infrastructure it is possible that a VAA can operate
as a social network (Social Voting Advice Application - SVAA)
where the users can take advantage of the community and
interact with each other. It is important to note that adding
a Social Networking component to a VAA presents some
challenging issues: First of all, users are - and should be - completely anonymous. Anonymity prohibits user registration, web
browser cookies or IP tracking. Hence, the VAA community
consists of unique visitor ids. Second, information stored in a
VAA is politically sensitive and should be protected by robust
data protection safeguards. Lastly, vote advice procedures
should be open and transparent to public.
The Choose4Greece consortium made every effort to address the above issues. In particular, users were never requested to register to the system. In order to provide some
advanced features, user identification was necessary. In that
cases users were provided with a private and a public key.
Using those two keys voters could return to their results
page without re-filling the questionnaire. The friend function
(comparison of agreement with friends that had filled in the
questionnaire) was also based on the public and private keys.
In addition, no data were recorded that could aid tracking the
real identity of the users. As far as the transparency issues
are concerned, the Choose4Greece consortium is publishing
scientific publications describing the approaches and, at the
same time, additional articles were written in a non-technical
language targeted to the broader audience. Many of these
articles are referenced at the Preference Matcher website.
IV. P ROBLEM D EFINITION & N OTATION
In the problem of voting suggestion there is a set of N
users U = {u~1 , u~2 , . . . , u~N }, a set of M questions (or issues
or statements) Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qM }, and a set of T political
parties (or candidates) P = {p~1 , p~2 , . . . , p~T }. Each user u~i ∈
U and each political party p~j ∈ P , has answered each question
qk ∈ Q. The answers of users are recorded through on-line
questionnaires like the one in Choose4Greece. The answers
of political parties are either coded by experts or answered by
representatives of political parties.
Based on their answers, every political party and user can
be represented in a vector space model:
u~i = {u(i,1) , u(i,2) , . . . , u(i,k) , . . . , u(i,M ) }

(1)

p~j = {p(j,1) , p(j,2) , . . . , p(j,k) , . . . , p(j,M ) }

(2)

where u(i,k) , p(j,k) ∈ L are the answers of the i-th user and
j-th party, respectively, to the k-th question. In most cases,
vectors u~i and p~j are called profiles.
A typical set of answers is a 6-point Likert scale: L ={1
(Strongly disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3 (Neither agree nor disagree), 4 (Agree), 5 (Strongly agree), 6 (No opinion)} but in
practice the sixth point is not taken into consideration since it

does not correspond to a particular stance. As a result the set
L, in the context of this work, becomes: L ={1,2,3,4,5}.
The task: Given the answers of a specific user u~a suggest
a ranking of political parties based on user-party relevance.
Essentially, the goal is to approximate the hidden function
h : RM × RM → R, where h(~u, p~) is the estimation of the
relevance of user ~u with political party p~. Typically h(~u, p~) ∈
[0, 1]. In each case, the top suggestion s for user u should be:
stop = argmax[h(~u, p~)]

(3)

p

where stop ∈ {p1 , . . . , pT }. Similarly, we could consider
a function r(~u, p~) ∈ [1, T ] that returns the rank of the
political party p for the user u, if all political parties are
ranked according to relevance (similarity) with this specific
user. Having learned function h(~u, p~) it is straightforward to
calculate r(~u, p~).
In order to produce vote recommendations, the most simple
approach is to define h(~u, p~) = d(~u, p~) where d is a distance
function between ~u and p~. This is, in general, the approach
used by most VAAs. A number of such distance measures are
discussed in [18].
In the Preference Matcher VAAs, the information of vote
intention νi ∈ P of many users u~i is available as it is included
as a supplementary question in the on-line surveys. This kind
of information, as we discuss later on, can be utilized to
provide voting recommendations.
If we ignore the information of political party profiles, then
the problem can be defined as a single-class data classification
problem, with the class obviously being the vote intention of
the user. The data matrix (DN ×M ) consists of all the users
profiles and the class (label) vector
VN ×1 = {ν1 , . . . , νN }T

(4)

consists of the vote intentions of all N users. Hence, DN ×M
and VN ×1 constitute the training examples of the learning
problem. In this case many classifiers can be represented as
score functions f (~x, y) that output the probability
that instance
PT
~x belongs to class y (i.e. P (y|~x)), and
f
x, y) = 1.
y=1 (~
Hence, in order to solve the VAA problem, it is straightforward
to set h(~u, p) = f (~x, y) and use f as one of the variety
of classifiers (Decision Trees Classifiers, Bayesian Classifiers,
Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, etc). In Section
VIII we evaluate and comment on a number of such classifiers.
In essence what is achieved in this case is the modeling
[47] of the users’ political preferences based on the policy
statements and the corresponding vote intention. It is important
to note that in some cases, classifiers can model the extracted
knowledge in an easily interpreted way by humans. Decision
Tree algorithms for example [48] can model voters behaviour
in a hierarchy of tests on the various VAA questions. This
characteristic is of great value for VAAs and is used to model
and generate a vote recommendation.
At this point we have to make a distinction between the two
different kinds of voting advice.
• Issue-based advice: The VAA suggests to the user the
candidate or political party that has the highest degree of
congruence in the issues recorded by the VAA.
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(a) Submitting Pin Numbers

(b) Comparison with Friends

Fig. 1: Screenshots of Choose4Greece - Friends Function
TABLE I: Symbols used in the paper and descriptions
Symbol
ui
u~i
N
U
qk
M
Q
pj
p~j
T
P
L
h(~
u, p
~)
si
d(~
u, p
~)
a(p~j )
νi
D,Dtrain ,Dtest
V

Description
User i
The profile of user ui
The total number of users
The set of users
k-th question
Total number of questions
The collection of questions in a VAA
Political Party (candidate) j
The profile of political party pj
Total number of political parties (candidates)
The set of parties participating in elections
The set of possible answers for all questions
Relevance of ~
u with p
~
The suggestion (advice) of the VAA to user ui
The (Euclidean) distance between ~
u and p
~
Profile of the average voter of pj
The vote intention of user i
Dataset (user profiles), training data, testing data
Collection of vote intentions of all users

Community-based advice: Used in Social VAAs like
Choose4Greece. The SVAA suggests to the user the
candidate or political party that similar users (i.e. users
that answered similarly to the questions) will vote for.
Since the users of a VAA could be interested in both types
of advices, we discuss both of them in this paper and provide
both of them in Choose4Greece.
For the convenience of the reader, we summarize all notation and symbols used in the paper in Table I.
•

V. T HE DATASETS
In this section we provide information about the newly
generated VAA datasets that are available at the Preference
Matcher website. Detailed information is presented for the
Choose4Greece dataset since it was the pioneer case study
in which the community based recommendations was first
applied. Information about the other datasets appears in the
Preference Matcher website.

two rounds of elections in Greece 2012 (May 6 & June
17). The dataset under study includes data collected for the
elections on May 6th. The dataset contains 75294 voters out of
which 26335 provided with their vote intention and 15 parties.
Users of Choose4Greece had to submit their opinion for 30
issue statements plus some supplementary questions asking for
demographic information, voting intention and self-placement
on the main political dimensions (left/right, traditional/liberal).
The issue statements are presented at Table II. For each issue
statement, the user had to choose one of the following answers:
1) Completely agree, 2) Agree, 3) Neither agree nor disagree
4) Disagree 5) Completely disagree 6) No opinion.
B. The VAA Dataset Collection
In addition to the Choose4Greece dataset we included 4
datasets from elections in other countries (Cyprus, Brazil,
Peru, Scotland). Summary information about the collection can
be found in Table III. Information in this table includes: the
number of questions included in the questionnaire, the number
of political parties participated in the elections, the number of
users after the cleaning process, the number of users that declared their vote intention, the time period of the election and
the election type. All datasets and accompanying information
files are available at http://www.choose4greece.org/datasets/.
C. “Cleaning” the Datasets
The datasets had to be pre-processed in order to remove
invalid records. The first step was to filter all user-entries
that did not exceed the time threshold of 120 seconds during
the whole session. We considered that if a user spent less
that 120 seconds to complete the full questionnaire (that
is approximately 4 seconds per question - not considering
the supplementary questions which are not mandatory) then
probably she would answer the questions randomly. Another
important step was to remove user entries that did not complete
the full 30-questions.
D. Dimensionality Reduction

A. The Choose4Greece Dataset
The dataset consists of information collected from the usage
of the Choose4Greece system during the period April - May
2012 for the 2012 National Elections in Greece. There were

Dimensionality reduction is a common step in data analysis.
In the case of VAA data, it is important to be able to reduce the
original data into a two dimensional space in order to provide
with human comprehensible visualizations [28], [27].
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TABLE II: The Choose4Greece 30 Questions
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)

Priority should be given to economic growth even if this leads to a wider gap between rich and poor
Taxes on large corporations should be increased
The exploitation of the mineral wealth of the country will lead to environmental degradation rather than contribute to economic growth
The installation of solar panels on productive and fertile agricultural land should be prohibited
Privatization will help reduce the deficit
Strong policing in town centers should be implemented to tackle crime.
The installation and use of closed circuit cameras in public places (e.g. shopping centers) should be prohibited
In order to maintain order in the cities, the state should take more restrictive measures on demonstrations
Granting Greek citizenship on favorable terms to second generation immigrants will encourage further immigration to Greece
Multiculturalism in Greece is a positive phenomenon
To combat unemployment, workers must accept the new forms of flexible working conditions (e.g. part time jobs)
Co-funding the universities by private investors will have negative effects in higher education
The introduction of university fees will ensure a better functioning of the public university
Merging smaller hospital and creating large hospitals will deteriorate the provision of health services
It is feasible to reorganize the public sector without dismissing civil servants
The pay cuts are necessary for overcoming the crisis
The proper implementation of the IMF/EU/ECB memoranda will lead Greece to overcome the financial crisis
The loans provided to Greece have only benefited the banks and lenders
Signing the memoranda with the IMF/EU/ECB means selling out Greece to foreigners
The second memorandum with the IMF/EU/ECB was necessary to prevent Greece from bankruptcy
The Inter-governmental Fiscal Treaty will not help Europe to overcome the crisis
Greeces exit from the euro zone would help address the economic crisis
Possession of soft drugs (eg, cannabis) for personal use should be decriminalized
Reducing defence spending (e.g. closing military camps) will provide resources for the welfare state
Economic growth can be achieved by liberalizing all of the closed professions
Church property should be exempted from taxation so that the church can engage in charitable causes
The participation of (non-MP) technocrats in the cabinet will lead to a better management of the economy
Greece should strengthen its ties with Israel
The name issue of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) should be resolved by Greece’s acceptance of a composite name with a
geographical qualifier
30) Greece should leave the European Union

(a) Greece

(b) Cyprus

Fig. 2: VAA users after PCA leading to a two dimensional space. Color represents vote intention (political party)

Given a data matrix DN ×M a dimensionality reduction
technique R is able to be applied in D and produce a new
0
0
0
table DN
×M 0 where M < M or preferably M << M .
In Principal Component Analysis, attributes in M 0 are linear
combination of the attributes in M . Moreover, with PCA,
the information contained in the new attributes (Principal
Components) is evaluated and hence only the most informative attributes can be maintained. In Figure 2(a) the users
of Choose4Greece are presented in the first two Principal
Components. Colour represents the vote intention (political
party). For presentation reasons we kept only the users of
the 6 most popular political parties. Since only two Principal
Components are presented there is information loss. However,
we still observe that there are space regions with voters of
the same political party. In other words, voters of the same

political party tend to reside close to each other. This type
of dimensionality reduction, like PCA is named unsupervised
dimensionality reduction, because class-label (vote intention)
is not taken into consideration. Figure 2(b) depicts the same
representation for the Cyprus dataset where we observe similar
behaviour. The rest of the datasets present similar behaviour,
with the exception of the Scotland dataset where, due to the
information loss, the boundaries between users of different
political parties are not so clear. This is consistent with the
findings of [46] in which it is shown that a three dimensional
space best captures the Scottish political landscape.
A second approach for dimensionality reduction is to evaluate each attribute based on the information they provide
in the task of identifying the class of an object (supervised
dimensionality reduction). Such measures include information
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TABLE III: Dataset Information

Greece
Cyprus
Brazil
Peru
Scotland

Questions

Parties

Users

Users with VI

30
30
30
30
30

15
11
10
5
11

75294
4900
16513
40627
20730

26335
3596
16254
32043
10615

Time Period
April-May
April-May
September-November
March-April
April - May

2012
2011
2010
2011
2011

Type
Parliamientary
Parliamentary
Presidential
Presidential
Parliamentary

gain the x2 measure, etc [49]. In table IV we observe the top5 questions of the Choose4Greece dataset ranked according
to their information gain. This procedure could provide with
a smaller questionnaire that will demand less time on behalf
of the users. Note that 4 out of 5 highest-rank questions are
related to Greece’s debt. In Table V the same information is
presented for the Cyprus dataset. We omit similar tables for
the rest of the datasets due to space limitations.

methods, with the exception of Party-Coding similarity (see
Section VI-A), are first applied and make calculations on the
existing database of the VAA (Dtrain ), assuming that there is a
number of user profiles with the corresponding vote intention.
Then, the recommendations (advices) are provided by the VAA
to new users (Dtest ) given only their profile. The Party-Coding
similarity method is directly applied to Dtest since no Dtrain
is required.

TABLE IV: The five most informative attributes (questions)
according to information gain with respect to class (vote
intention)

A. (Weighted) Party-Coding Similarity

Rank

Info Gain

QID

1

0.3535

20

2

0.3502

19

3

0.3312

17

4

0.2991

18

5

0.295

8

Question
The second memorandum with the
IMF/EU/ECB was necessary to
prevent Greece from bankruptcy
Signing the memoranda with the
IMF/EU/ECB means selling out
Greece to foreigners
The proper implementation of
the IMF/EU/ECB memoranda will
lead Greece to overcome the financial crisis
The loans provided to Greece
have only benefited the banks and
lenders
In order to maintain order in the
cities, the state should take more
restrictive measures on demonstrations

This is the issue-based approach most widely used in Voting
Assistance Applications. In this case h(~u, p~) = d(~u, p~), where
d is the Euclidean distance:
v
uM
uX
wk (u(i,k) − p(j,k) )2
(5)
dEuc (~ui , p~j ) = t
k=1

Where wk is the weight of question k. Weight could be: a)
defined by experts for all users (based on what the expert
considers critical issues for a community), b) defined by the
voters (based on personal preference), c) or, as in our case,
automatically defined by evaluating each attribute in terms of
information gain (see Section V-D).
Naturally normalization is necessary if h is required to be
in [0, 1], with 0 meaning identical profiles. However, since the
recommendation is s = argmax[h(u~a , p~)] normalization is not
p

TABLE V: Most Informative Questions based on Information
Gain (Cyprus)
Rank

InfoGain

QID

1

0.4726

1

2

0.4057

9

3
4

0.3709
0.3284

8
26

5

0.2679

2

Question
In the negotiations for the Cyprus’
problem, the Government has made
unacceptable concessions
Cyprus must apply for membership in the program ”Partnership
for Peace”
The position of Cyprus is in NATO.
The views of the Church of Cyprus
should be seriously taken into account regarding the formulation of
the country’s policy-making.
A bi-zonal, bi-communal federation with one sovereignty and citizenship is an acceptable solution.

required, even if a ranking of political parties is requested.
The advantage of this approach is that it provides the degree
of agreement / disagreement with each political party. This
information normally demands significant effort on behalf
of the user. Another positive aspect of this approach is
computational simplicity. The main disadvantage is that the
profiles of political parties / candidates are not easy to collect.
Another concern with this method is that usually users do
not vote based on agreement with political parties (non-issue
voters). Many citizens tend to vote based on other criteria like
personal relations with party, personality of the party leader,
effectiveness in solving the problems, etc (see [18] for more
information). An algorithmic description of this approach can
bee seen in Algorithm 1.
B. (Weighted) Average Voter

VI. C ANDIDATE R ECOMMENDATION S YSTEMS
In this section we present a number of approaches for
providing vote-advices: issue based and community based. All

This is a simple community-based approach that calculates
the distance between the user and the average voter of each
party. The party with the nearest average voter comprises the
recommendation in this approach. The average voter of party
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Algorithm 1: The party coding algorithm
foreach user ui in Dtest do
Create list li to contain <party,distance> tuples;
foreach party pj do
li .insert(< pj ,d(~ui , p~j ) >);
Sort li by distance;
si ← li .get(first).getParty();

pj is defined as:
a(p~j ) =

Nj
Nj
Nj
X
X
1 X
{
u(i,1) , . . . ,
u(i,k) , . . . ,
u(i,M ) } (6)
Nj i=1
i=1
i=1

where Nj is the total number of voters of political party
pj . In this approach h(u~i , p~j ) = d(u~i , a(p~j )) where d is
the distance between the user under study and the average
voter of each party. Similarly to the party coding approach
we are evaluating a simple version and a weighted one
where we utilize the weights obtained from the information
gain. As discussed previously depending on the application
requirements h should be normalized.
In this particular research, we have included two measures
of distance: a) the (weighted) Euclidean distance, which can
be defined similarly to Equation 5, and b) the Mahalanobis
distance which is defined as follows:
q
dMah (u~i , a(p~j )) = aj (u~i − p~j )T Sj −1 (u~i − p~j ) (7)
where Sj is the covariance matrix of the political party j
and aj is a stabilizing parameter tuned for political party j.
We consider the Mahalanobis distance more suitable for the
particular problem since many issues in the VAA’s questionnaire are correlated. Using the covariance matrix, this distance
takes into consideration the correlation between the various
issue-questions. In the experimental section, we compare the
Euclidean version of the Average Voter approach against the
Mahalanobis version in order to investigate if such correlations
are exploitable.
In general, the advantage of this approach is that it does
not require the profile of each political party and that it is
computationally undemanding. However, a sufficient number
of users is necessary in order to calculate the average voters.
In recommendation system literature this issue is known as
“cold-start” problem [21]. An algorithmic description of this
approach is shown in Algorithm 2.
C. Clustering
This community-based approach is based on data clustering
[50]. Given a set of data points in a multi-dimensional space, a
clustering algorithm is able to organize data points into similar
groups (clusters). Partitioning algorithms, like the widely
known k-means, organize data based on feature space distance.
Essentially, points that are close are assigned to the same
group. In this work, we exploit clustering in order to organize
voters into clusters: Voters will be similar in terms of their
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Algorithm 2: The average voter algorithm
foreach user ui in Dtrain do
νi ← Get vote intention of ui ;
Update average voter of party νi based on u~i ;
foreach user ui in Dtest do
Create list li to contain <party,distance> tuples;
foreach party pj do
li .insert(< pj ,d(~ui , a(p~j ) >);
Sort li by distance;
si ← li .get(first).getParty();

feature vector which expresses their answers in a VAA’s issuequestions. Therefore, clustering will produce groups of likeminded users. This research direction of exploiting clustering
in order to organize users of Social Media is suggested by
other researchers as well [51].
After creating clusters, the system will be able to produce
vote recommendations for new users. This is achieved by
calculating the closest cluster to the new user. Then, the system
suggests the political party that has the greatest number of
voters (considering the vote intention) in that cluster. Note that
the proposed approach is essentially a framework in which any
clustering algorithm can be utilized. We investigate two such
algorithms in the evaluation section.
A clustering algorithm (Φ) consists of two basic functions.
A clusterData() function that organizes a set of data
items into clusters given the number of clusters (k) and a
clusterItem() function that identifies the cluster that
a new item belongs to. This is usually the closest cluster
to this item. An algorithmic description of this approach
can be seen in Algorithm 3. We assume that the number of clusters is defined by the system engineer. Such is
the case of widely used clustering algorithms like k-means
or Expectation-Maximization [52]. Nevertheless, an optimal
value for k can be identified through experimentation.
Algorithm 3: The clustering algorithm
k ← desired number of clusters;
initialize VoteCounts= 0 (A k × T array that stores the
number of votes of each political party for each cluster);
Clusters C = {C1 , . . . , Ck } ← Φ.clusterData(Dtrain ,k);
foreach Cluster Cl in C do
foreach user ui in Cl do
νi ← Get vote intention of ui ;
Update VoteCounts[l][νi ];
foreach user ui in Dtest do
Cx ← Φ.clusterItem(ui );
si ← party with most votes in Cx (calculated from
VoteCounts[Cx ][]) ;

A particular example of voting recommendation based on
clustering in Choose4Greece is shown in Figure 3a. Once
the user completed the set of 30 questions the closest cluster
according to her profile is identified. Percentages of voting
intention of the members of this cluster are used as recom-
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mendation and are illustrated as a bar chart (see Figure 3a).
Note, however, that the results refer to cluster members that
answered the supplementary question on voting intention. In
summary: 38.2% of the cluster members choose to vote for
‘Demokratiki Aristera’, 33.3% choose to vote for ‘Syriza’, etc.
Thus the voting recommendation was ‘Demokratiki Aristera’.
There are only four parties in the bar chart because only voters
of those parties appeared in the particular cluster.
The corresponding recommendation based on the partycoding similarity scheme, for the same user, is shown in Figure
3b. We observe some differences both in the similarity scores
and ranking of parties.
An obvious advantage of the user clustering approach is that
it is not necessary to obtain the profiles of each political party
/ candidate. However, the most important characteristic is that
it enables the organization of users into clusters. This feature
will provide with three more advantages.
Firstly, it will enable the production of more accurate recommendations than the average voter and the user-candidate
similarity since it will enable to create finer groups of users
that will vote for the same candidate. Experimental evaluation
(Section VIII-A) confirms this statement.
Secondly, it provides with valuable insight of the electorate.
See for example the clusters produced after applying k-means
on the Choose4Greece data (Table VI). One could note some
interesting observations on this outcome. For example, we
observe that Cluster 5 consists mostly of Siriza voters, Cluster
8 is a group of left party voters (KKE, Siriza, Dimokratiki
Aristera), Cluster 4 consists of voters with right-conservative
orientation (Nea Dimokratia, Anexartitoi Ellines, Xrisi Augi)
and finally, Cluster 7 and 9 seems to have voters from various
political parties.
Finally, each cluster can be represented by a centroid
(average vector of each cluster). This representation is of great
importance since it enables the interpretation of the opinions
that dominate each cluster and can be exploited as a data
compression technique.

D. Classifiers
As discussed in Section IV the problem of social voting
advice can be formulated as a data classification task, where
the class represents the political party. Note that this is a
general framework, and any classifier (Θ) could be used. Each
classifier can be trained on a dataset Dtrain and for each new
item (voter) can output a vector that contains the membership
probability (θi ) for all classes (political parties) (see Algorithm
4).
Algorithm 4: The classification algorithm
Θ.train(Dtrain );
foreach user ui in Dtest do
{θ1 , . . . , θT } ← Θ.classify(ui );
si ← party with greatest θi

9

E. Collaborative Filtering
It is quite natural to perceive the voting advice task as
a recommendation problem. Common approaches utilized in
recommender systems are collaborative filtering techniques
like the user-based and item based method. In this section we
explain why the off-the-self collaborative filtering algorithms
are not suitable for the particular task and propose a variation
that is more suited to addressing the problem. This variation
could be applied to other domains as well in case they share
some similar characteristics with the vote suggestion task.
Therefore, we propose a general method for collaborative
filtering rather than a VAA-specific technique.
Typically, in collaborative filtering approaches, there exist
two entities: users and items. Moreover, there is a data table


r(1,1) r(1,2) · · · r(1,n)
 r(2,1) r(2,2) · · · r(2,n) 


(8)
U(m,n) =  .
..
.. 
..
 ..
.
.
. 
r(m,1)

r(m,2)

···

r(m,n)

where r(i,j) is the rating that user ui assigned to item
oj . Based on the above table, a collaborative filtering system provides recommendations to user ux based on it’s
profile (ratings) by: a) identifying similar users (neighbors)
and recommending to ux items that were highly rated by
the neighborhood (user-based approach), b) identifying and
recommending similar items with the ones that where highly
rated by user ux (item based approach).
Unfortunately, in the case of VAAs as in other domains,
there is no direct relationship of users and items. In the case
of VAAs, users are not assigning “ratings” to political parties.
Usually there is a supplementary question that asks the user
what they have voted in previous elections and what do they
intend to vote in the next elections (vote intention). Hence
rating typically exists for just one party and it is actually
a binary value (ri,j ∈ {vote, no-vote}). Therefore the
collaborative filtering model is not directly applicable to VAA
data. However, we could utilize the profiles of users and parties
(candidates) in order to provide collaborative based techniques.
In particular, we have implemented a collaborative filtering
technique by calculating the similarity of voters (users) utilizing their profile distance. In other words,
sim(u1 , u2 ) = distance(u~1 , u~1 )

(9)

where u~1 and u~2 are the profiles of users u1 and u2 . Remember
that the profiles contain information about the opinion of the
users regarding the issue-statements and not directly their
preference to the political parties. In collaborative filtering,
the purpose of calculating similarities is to identify the topk similar users to the user under study (ux ). This list of
most-similar users (usually called “neighbors”) can assist in
predicting the vote intention of ux . Typically, in our case
the prediction for ux would be the most popular party in the
neighborhood of ux . In principle, this approach is similar to
the kNN classifier [53].
In the context of collaborative filtering, a rather intuitive and
reasonable approach would be to equate (opinion) similarity
between party and voter profile as political preference (ranking
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(a) Clustering-based Recommendation

(b) Party-Coding based Recommendation

Fig. 3: Screenshoots of Choose4Greece
TABLE VI: The ten clusters created using k-means (k = 10) in Choose4Greece dataset
#

PASOK

ND

KKE

LAOS

SIRI

DIAR

DISI

ANEL

OP

KISI

ARPO

DRASI

ANTA

XA

DIKS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

14%
14%
21%
1%
1%
1%
4%
1%
5%
0%

2%
30%
9%
11%
1%
1%
9%
0%
6%
0%

2%
1%
0%
2%
8%
14%
3%
11%
6%
32%

0%
3%
1%
5%
1%
1%
2%
0%
1%
0%

12%
2%
0%
8%
29%
23%
12%
54%
26%
40%

30%
6%
5%
3%
10%
3%
14%
10%
17%
1%

2%
8%
9%
1%
1%
0%
3%
0%
2%
0%

2%
8%
1%
32%
26%
31%
21%
4%
18%
1%

10%
2%
2%
2%
5%
2%
4%
7%
6%
1%

1%
1%
0%
1%
1%
0%
1%
1%
2%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

16%
14%
47%
2%
4%
1%
13%
1%
3%
0%

2%
0%
0%
1%
2%
3%
1%
8%
2%
24%

1%
8%
1%
29%
9%
19%
9%
1%
4%
0%

6%
4%
4%
2%
2%
1%
4%
1%
3%
0%

of political parties - see Equation 8). Having done so a userbased collaborative approach could be applied as well. We
do not include such an alternative for the following reason:
We have observed that in most VAA data the preference
of a voter to a political party is weakly correlated with the
concordance of views (see Section VIII-A). In essence, people
do not vote for (or prefer) political parties that agree with (nonissue voters). Many times, citizen’s vote is based on other
criteria (e.g. trust to the party leader, personal relationship
with the party, etc). Hence we have rejected the assumption
that political preference is synonym to coincidence of opinion.
VII. E VALUATION S ETUP
This section presents in detail the evaluation procedure
used to estimate the predictive performance of the methods
discussed in the previous sections.
We use the 10-fold cross validation procedure to calculate
the evaluation measures. Cross validation splits randomly the
data into 10 equally-sized parts and uses 9 of them for training
and the remaining one for calculating the evaluation metric.
This procedure is repeated 10 times by choosing different parts
for training and testing. Eventually, the evaluation metric is
averaged over these repetitions.
In Average Voter, the training set is used to calculate the
average vectors for each political party. In the Clustering
approach, the training set is used to organize the voters into
clusters and calculate the vote distributions for each cluster.
In the Classifier approach the training set is used to train
the classifier. The evaluation of all approaches (calculation
of evaluation measures) was carried out in the test set. For

Clustering and Classification, the Weka [54] implementations
of Data Mining algorithms were exploited. We have evaluated
one classifier for each category. More specifically, we included
the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier, a Decision Tree classifier
(J48), a Support Vector Machine (SMO), a Neural Network
(NN - Multi-Layer Perceptron), and a Rule Learning algorithm
(JRip). All classifiers were set with Weka default parameter
settings.
A. Evaluation Measures
In order to evaluate and compare the aforementioned approaches in terms of quality of prediction, we exploit the
following evaluation measures:
1) Accuracy: This is a widely used evaluation measure for
classification problems. It calculates the percentage of correct
predictions. If a prediction of an approach h for user i is pi =
argmax[h(u~i , p~)] and the vote intention is νi then, accuracy
p

for method h in dataset D is calculated as:
|D|

acc(h, D) =

1 X
e(pi , νi )
|D| i=1

(10)

where |D| denotes the cardinality (i.e., number of user entries)
of set D, and
(
1 if pi = vi
e(pi , vi ) =
0 if pi 6= vi
Accuracy is a strict measure that considers only the cases
where the recommendation system has placed first the correct
political party / candidate.
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2) Weighted Mean Rank: This is a measure that evaluates
how high did the recommendation system placed the correct
political party. Weighted Mean rank differs from Accuracy in
the following way: Consider two recommendation systems h1
and h2 with ranking functions r1 and r2 and a user ua with
vote intention νa . If r1 (ua , νa ) = 2 and r2 (ua , νa ) = 4 then
these cases will be treated equally in accuracy since none of
these methods ranked first the correct political party (νa ). On
the other hand, weighted mean rank is defined as follows:
Nj
T
1 X
1X
wj
r(uji , pj )
wmr(h, D) =
T j
Nj i

(11)

where T is the number of political parties, wj is the percentage
of voters that party j collected in the training set, Nj is the
number of voters of party j in the evaluation (test) set, r
is the ranking function corresponding to recommender h and
uji is the i user (voter) of political party j. wmr takes into
consideration the ranking of the correct political party (vote
intention) and the number of the voters of each political party.
In short, the weighted mean rank takes into account the vote
share of the political party in the respective election. Naturally,
the closer wmr is to 1 the better.
3) Mean Rank: Mean Rank (mr) is essentially very similar
to Weighted Mean Rank. The difference is that in Mean Rank,
the percentage of votes of each political party (weight - wj )
is ignored.
4) Precision, Recall, F-measure: prec, rec, f measure are
well known metrics from the field of information retrieval.
Note that in each case we calculate the average prec, rec and
f . First, the precision, recall and f-measure for each party is
calculated. Then the average over all parties is calculated. We
intentionally left this average un-weighted, meaning that in
these metrics we do-not take into consideration the number of
voters of each party. This way, these measures significantly
penalize the approaches that make mistakes in small parties.
However, since VAA data are particularly imbalanced in
terms of voters, we mostly comment on the accuracy of the
approaches.
VIII. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
This section presents and discusses the experimental outcome of our work.

who tend to vote for the same political party. The AverageVoter algorithm presents better predictive performance than
the Party-Coding similarity. The bad performance of PartyCoding suggests that voters are not fully consistent in terms
of the overlap of their policy preferences and the parties
they vote for. However, it is interesting that the Weighted
Party Coding approach outperformed the basic Party Coding
approach. This outcome underlines the utility of weighting the
questions based on the information gain. In addition, Table
VII presents the training and testing time for each method
(to train/test the whole dataset). Naturally, the party coding
requires no time for training and the clustering approach
is the most time consuming approach mainly because of
the execution of the repetitious clustering algorithm. Most
importantly, all methods presented good respond times in
testing (i.e. providing recommendations).
B. The effect of number of clusters
In Figures 4a and 4b we observe the variation of performance for clustering with respect to k in the Choose4Greece
dataset. In both metrics the performance seems to be stable
with respect to k and better than the other two approaches.
However, if we observe Figures 4c and 4d we note that the
performance is reduced when the number of clusters increases
drastically. This can be explained by the fact that with such
large values of k, small clusters (clusters with only few
members) will be created. Obviously, small clusters do not
contain enough number of voters to comprise a sufficient block
of like-minded voters. This is a rather important conclusion,
since it suggests that the clustering approach is independent
of the number of clusters (k) as long as it enables a sufficient
number of voters at each cluster. In the case of Greece this
number is close to 500.
C. The effect of clustering algorithm
In this section we compare the two most widely used
clustering algorithms in the context of the clustering algorithm
presented in Section VI-C. In Figure 5a and Figure 5b we
observe a comparison between kMeans and EM algorithm [52]
when used for recommendation in the proposed framework.
We observe that kMeans presents better performance in both
metrics. This result confirms previous studies on data clustering [55].

A. Comparative Results
Table VII displays the results of the first five approaches
(Party Coding, Weighted Party Coding, Average Voter using
Euclidean Distance, Weighted Average Voter, Average Voter
using Mahalanobis distance and Clustering) in six evaluation
measures: Accuracy (acc), Mean Rank (mr), Weighted Mean
Rank (wmr), Precision (pre), Recall (rec), F-measure (f ).
For clustering, we use k-means algorithm with k = 200, we
elaborate on the selection of k later on.
We observe that the Average Voter using the Mahalanobis
distance performs better in all metrics. Clustering presents the
second best performance. This result confirms our initial intuition that clustering will organize users into like-minded voters

D. Voting advice as Data Classification
In Table VIII the predictive performance of the classifiers
is displayed including training and testing time. We observe
that Support Vector Machine’s performance is superior in
comparison with the other classifiers as well as with the
clustering approach (see Table VII). Support Vector Machines
have presented good classification performance in various
domains [56]. Interestingly enough, the Collaborative Filtering approach presented a decent classification performance.
We should underline the significant difference in predictive
performance between the Party Coding method (acc 0.19)
which is the current approach used in VAAs and the best
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TABLE VII: Comparison of voting recommendation schemes

Party Coding
Var
Weighted Party Coding
Var
Average Voter (Euclidean)
Var
Weighted Average Voter (Euclidean)
Var
Average Voter (Mahalanobis)
Var
Clustering (k=200)
Var

Clustering

0.5

acc

mr

wmr

prec

rec

f

train (millisec)

test (millisec)

0.19
.0000
0.22
.0001
0.31
.0001
0.31
.0001
0.43
.0001
0.40
.0001

4.18
.0092
4.12
.0153
3.47
.0096
3.54
.0096
3.63
.0096
5.00
.0130

4.36
.0043
4.20
.0072
3.52
.0023
3.56
.0023
3.90
.0023
2.99
.0010

0.29
.0002
0.27
.0002
0.19
.0002
0.19
.0002
0.35
.0002
0.19
.0001

0.22
.0003
0.23
.0003
0.21
.0003
0.20
.0003
0.38
.0003
0.17
.0000

0.25
.0002
0.25
.0002
0.20
.0002
0.20
.0002
0.37
.0002
0.18
.0000

0

143

0

154

190

106

195

114

570

376

966835

770

Average Voter

Party Coding

0.4

4

0.35

3.5

Party Coding

r
m3
w

cc 0.3
a

2.5

0.25
0.2

2

0.15

1.5

10

30

50

70

90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250
k

1
10

(a) Clustering: acc vs k (10 to 250, step: 10)
Clustering

0.5

Average Voter

Party Coding

30

50

70

90

110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250
k

(b) Clustering: wmr vs k (10 to 250, step: 10)
Clustering

5

Average Voter

Party Coding

4.5

0.45
0.4

4

0.35

3.5

r
m3
w

cc
a 0.3

2.5

0.25
0.2

2

0.15

1.5

0.1

Average Voter

4.5

0.45

0.1

Clustering

5

500

1500

2500

3500

4500

5500 6500 7500 8500 9500
k

(c) Clustering: acc vs k (500-10000, step: 250)

1

500

1500 2500 3500 4500 5500 6500 7500 8500 9500
k

(d) Clustering: wmr vs k (500 to 10000, step: 250)

Fig. 4: The effect of the number of clusters

0.5

4

0.45

3.8
3.6

0.4

3.4

0.35

3.2

r
m3
w

cc
a0.3

2.8

0.25

2.6

0.2
kMeans

0.15
0.1

EM
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
k

(a) kMeans vs EM - acc

kMeans

2.4
2.2
2

EM
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
k

(b) kMeans vs EM - wmr

Fig. 5: The effect of the clustering algorithm
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Classifier (acc 0.45). In Table IX we present a comparison
of the issue-based approach (Party-Coding) and a communitybased approach (SMO) in all measures for all datasets. Again
this table underlines the fact that community-based advice are
more accurate than the issue based matching.
TABLE IX: Accuracy and Weighted Mean Rank for the
issue-based approach and the community-based approach
(SMO)(All datasets)

Greece
Party-Coding
SMO
Cyprus
Party-Coding
SMO
Brazil
Party-Coding
SMO
Peru
Party-Coding
SMO
Scotland
Party-Coding
SMO

acc

mr

wmr

prec

rec

f

0.19
0.45

3.80
2.47

4.36
2.70

0.29
0.29

0.22
0.27

0.25
0.28

0.30
0.64

3.24
1.85

2.12
1.86

0.19
0.32

0.17
0.28

0.18
0.30

0.42
0.57

3.50
1.91

1.90
1.63

0.19
0.25

0.21
0.24

0.20
0.25

0.17
0.67

2.48
2.47

3.52
1.55

0.30
0.36

0.37
0.31

0.33
0.34

0.40
0.61

4.14
2.10

2.06
1.75

0.22
0.34

0.21
0.27

0.22
0.30

Issue-based
Social Rec

Likes (Pct)
844 (38.4%)
121 (65.0%)

Total
2196
186

TABLE X: User Evaluation

the Social Recommendation algorithm results were presented
last, the corresponding algorithm collected a smaller number
of evaluations.
F. Correlation of Recommendations
In this section we study the degree of correlation among
the decisions of each of the approaches. More specifically, we
investigate if the proposed approaches tend to correctly advise
the same users or if there is diversity in their recommendations.
If such complementarity exists, then the VAA designers should
probably exploit a combination of the above approaches either
to create voting advices or to model user behaviour.
In order to study this issue, we exploited a pair-wise
classifier correlation metric, Yule’s Q-Statistic [57]. The Q
statistic between two classifiers a and b in a evaluation dataset
Dtest is equal to:
test
QD
(a,b) =

N 11 N 00 − N 01 N 10
N 11 N 00 + N 01 N 10

(13)

As one can easily observe from the above tables, predictive
performance of the studied approaches is far from being
optimal. However, this can be explained by the following
facts: a) in most cases the political parties are large in number
(ranging from 5 to 15 in our datasets). This fact makes the
classification problem more difficult (many classes), b) trying
to predict what citizens will vote based on a questionnaire is a
difficult problem since there are voters that answer identically
but choose to vote for different political parties. In such cases
any recommendation model is going to fail. In any case,
voting advice applications are not built to predict the vote
of the user but aim at advising the user. Moreover, the users
of Choose4Cyprus seemed to find the social recommendation
component quite useful (see next section).

where N 11 is the number of times both a and b are correct,
N 00 is the number of times both classifiers are wrong, N 01
is the number of times a is wrong and b is correct and
N 10 is the inverse case. The closer the Q-Statistic is to 1
the more correlated the two approaches are. Results on the
Choose4Greece dataset can be seen in Table XI.
We observe that the most remote approach is the Party Coding method. This can be explained by the fact that the Party
Coding approach relies on a different source of information.
More specifically, Party Coding depends on the profiles of
political parties instead of taking into consideration the vote
intention of the VAA’s user base.

E. User Evaluation

G. Stream Classification and the Cold Start Problem

In addition to the above experimental evaluation we have
launched a new feature in the latest VAA operated by our
consortium that intends to measure user satisfaction for the
community and issue based recommendations. This VAA was
operated during the latest presidential elections in Cyprus
(http://www.choose4cyprus.com). More specifically, a likebutton was introduced so as the users could “like” or “dislike”
the recommendation of each algorithm. There was a neutral
button as well. This button appeared under the results of each
algorithm.
We have calculated user satisfaction as follows:

This section discusses the cold start problem in Social Voting Advice Applications. In particular we answer the following
question: How many users are required in order for the SVAA
to reach the peak of its predictive performance?
For this purpose, we consider the problem of vote recommendation as a stream classification problem. This means that
the previous evaluation model of training and testing dataset
does not hold. The learning method should be able to create the
classification model incrementally (or even update it regularly)
as users register to the system.
For this reason we experiment with two additional stream
learning classifiers [58]. The first one is the Incremental Naive
Bayes classifier (INB) which is able to update the model with
each new voter. This is an example of an online or incremental
type of stream learning algorithm. The second one is the Batch
Support Vector Machine (BSVM) which is re-trained every
b = 250 voters. This is an example of a batch type of stream
learning algorithm. For every b users, the vote intention of the

likes
(12)
likes + neutral + dislikes
The satisfaction of the community-based approach was
65% while the issue-based approach was 38%. These figures
indicate that the users of the VAA were more satisfied with
the community-based recommendation (see Table X). Since
satisfaction =
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TABLE VIII: Performance of Various Classification Methods

Naive Bayes
Var
Decision Tree
Var
Support Vector
Var
Neural Network
Var
Rule Learning
Var
Collab. Filt.
Var

acc

mr

wmr

prec

rec

f

train (millisec)

test (millisec)

0.40
.0001
0.31
.0000
0.45
.0001
0.43
.0001
0.34
.0001
0.42
.0001

2.83
.0013
6.39
.0021
4.60
.0061
4.56
.0133
6.66
.0061
4.93
.0036

2.66
.0014
5.16
.0026
2.70
.0014
2.97
.0031
3.96
.0025
2.95
.0012

0.36
.0001
0.21
.0001
0.29
.0003
0.28
.0003
0.34
.0011
0.31
.0011

0.35
.0001
0.20
.0000
0.27
.000
0.26
.0001
0.18
.0000
0.24
.0000

0.36
.0001
0.20
.0000
0.28
.0001
0.27
.0001
0.23
.0001
0.27
.0002

519

882

21450

67

268443

2211

638837

130

183388

105

28

88839

TABLE XI: Pairwise Q-Statistic and Average Q-Statistic

Party Coding
Average Voter
Clustering
Naive Bayes
Decision Tree - J48
Support Vector Machine - SMO
Neural Network
Rule Learning - Jrip
Collaborative Filtering
AVERAGE

Party Coding

Average Voter

Clustering

Naive Bayes

J48

SMO

NN

Jrip

Collab. Filt.

1.00
0.50
0.60
0.16
0.63
0.65
0.69
0.62
0.62
0.56

0.50
1.00
0.79
0.96
0.62
0.86
0.83
0.67
0.79
0.75

0.60
0.96
1.00
0.87
0.80
0.94
0.91
0.89
0.95
0.84

0.16
0.79
0.87
1.00
0.68
0.92
0.87
0.72
0.90
0.76

0.63
0.62
0.80
0.68
1.00
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.84
0.76

0.65
0.86
0.94
0.92
0.85
1.00
0.96
0.93
0.97
0.88

0.69
0.83
0.91
0.87
0.84
0.96
1.00
0.88
0.93
0.86

0.62
0.67
0.89
0.72
0.83
0.93
0.88
1.00
0.94
0.81

0.62
0.79
0.95
0.90
0.84
0.97
0.93
0.94
1.00
0.87

last b voters is considered known and hence, the classifier is
re-trained with this additional information.
For the evaluation of these approaches the acc metric is
not sufficient. It is now required to evaluate the variation of
predictive performance with respect to users registering to the
system. For this purpose we use the following metrics.
• Rolling Accuracy - racc: Given a window size w, at
each instance t > w, racct = acc(h, D(t−w,t) ) (see
section VII-A), where D(t−w,t) is the dataset containing
instances t−w to t. In other words racc is the accuracy of
the recommender for the last w instances and is tracked at
each instance. Therefore, for a dataset D we shall obtain
a series of Rolling Accuracies that can be represented in a
graph (see graph below). Naturally in our case, instances
are users registering to the system and declaring their
voting intention.
• Batch Accuracy - bacc: Given a batch size b, bacc is
recorded every b instances (i.e. when t mod b = 0) and
is equal to bacct = acc(h, D(t−b,t) ).
Figure 6 displays the rolling accuracy (racc, w = 250) of
the Incremental Naive Bayes classifier and the batch accuracy
(bacc, b = 250) for the Batch Learning Support Vector
Machine (BSVM). The most important observation is that both
classifiers reach a sufficient performance (near their average
and their peak) in the first few hundreds of users. From this
result we can conclude that the designers of a SVAA could
rely on the recommendations of a machine-learning classifier
from the first set of users. Moreover, this finding suggests that:
a) the behaviour of the voters can be modeled from a small
number of users and b) there is no significant variation in the
behaviour of the users with the passing of time.
These findings can be supported by Figure 7 where the

INB (racc)

1

BSVM (bacc)

0.9
0.8
0.7
c
c0.6
a
b
\0.5
c
c
a0.4
r

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

5000

10000

15000

Users

20000

25000

Fig. 6: Rolling Accuracy (racc) of Incremental Naive Bayes
(INB) and Batch Accuracy (bacc) of Batch Learning Support
Vector Machine (BSVM)
.

accuracy of a decision tree classifier (J48) is presented using
various percentages of training instances (users). It is observed
that in most cases even with a very small percentage of training
instances (e.g. 0.1%) the classifier presents a performance
similar to its peak accuracy.
The above experimental observations can be explained by
the following theoretical reasoning. The sequence in which
users access a VAA solely depends on the dissemination
activities of the research team behind the platform. If the
dissemination is not biased towards media of certain ideology
or political preference, then, at time t0 users will start entering
the system from specific distributions Prt0 (~u), Prt0 (v) and
Prt0 (v|~u). Where Pr(~u) expresses the ideologies of the users,
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IX. S OCIAL VAA S AS C ITIZEN S ENSORS

strate the differentiation between the voters of a candidate and
the candidate.
Attribute Selection - Using measures such as information
gain, an analyst could identify which are the most important
issues in terms of vote intention (see Section V-D). In addition,
using this information, the design team of the VAA could
reduce the number of questions by selecting only the ones
that are strongly correlated with vote intention.
User Modeling - Many classifiers can provide with human
comprehensible representation of the voter modeling. Using
J48 for example, the voter’s behaviour can be represented as
a tree while using JRip as a set of rules.
Party Coding - This approach (see Section VI-B) presented
the worst predictive performance. This can be partly explained
by the fact that voters tend to base the reasons for choosing a
particular candidate / party on criteria other than programmatic
policy positions. Other factors such as perceived competence,
charisma of the party leader or processes of socialisation
affect how a prospective voter identifies with particular parties.
Indeed, models of party identification based on socialization
and emotional factors have provided a prominent theory of
voting behaviour [59]. It is not surprising, therefore, that issue
matching based on policy congruence between users and parties performs worse than community based recommendations.
The latter appear to better incorporate the social factors that
have informed older theories of voting as opposed to the purely
programmatic factors.
Stream Classification - The sentiment of the electorate
can be tracked in real-time. A statement made by a leader
could change the behaviour of the voters. In this case the
classifier trained from the initial data will drop in accuracy.
This problem is known as concept drift [60] and supports the
use of the stream learning approaches presented in Section
VIII-G.

Based on our previous results, in this section we summarize
the various cases where Social VAAs can operate as citizen
sensors. Information recorded in a VAA can be utilized by
political analysts, social scientists, political parties or any other
independent organization in order to discover knowledge about
the electorate’s perceptions and feelings on certain issues,
voting behaviour, relationships between voters and candidates
as well as about many other issues.
Clustering - As we discussed in section VI-C, clustering
can organize users into groups of like-minded voters. Clusters
could consist of voters of one party or many. A political
party studying the distribution of their voters into the different
clusters could identify the different ideological groups of
their voters. Moreover, a cluster where the answer “None”
dominates in vote intention could imply that this cluster is not
identified with any political party. Such groups are important
to further be studied in the context of political instability
and transformation. In addition, opinions in such clusters are
known and expressed by the cluster centroids.
Dimensionality Reduction - Despite information loss, a twodimensional representation (Section V-D, see Figures 2a and
2b) can aid in understanding groups of voters by visualizing
them. In fact, political parties having a profile can be represented in the same axes as well. This could visually demon-

X. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed Social Voting Advice Applications
(SVAAs) where the user can benefit from community-based
advices and features. We first formulated the problem of
providing voting advice to users of VAAs and SVAAs. Next,
we proposed a number of approaches that could be used for
community-based vote recommendation. An analysis of how
SVAAs can operate as citizen sensors was then presented. The
approaches were evaluated in terms of predictive accuracy on
five real VAA datasets. We made this collection available online in order to promote research in the field.
The conclusions of the evaluation study can be summarized
into the following points:
• There are two main categories of voting advice. The first
one is based on user-candidate distance (issue based) and
the second one on voter modeling (community-based).
• Voter modeling provides in general more accurate predictions, which is largely explained by the fact that voters
frequently do not agree with the policy position of the
party/candidate they vote for.
• Voter modeling based on data mining classifiers, and
particularly Support Vector Machines, achieved the best
performance.

60%

Accuracy

50%
40%
Greece

30%

Cyprus

20%

Brazil

10%
0%

Peru
Scotland
0.1%

1%

5%

10%

20%

Percentage of Dataset used for Training

Fig. 7: Accuracy using various sizes of training datasets for
all datasets using a J48 classifier

Pr(v) their vote intention distribution and Pr(v|~u) the vote
intention given the ideology of the user. The latter is actually
the distribution that is required to be modeled in order to
predict the vote intention of new users. After a certain number
nc of users entered the system the statistics will be sufficient to
calculate the aforementioned probabilities. This parameter nc
depends on the number of political parties T and the number of
questions M , which can vary in different VAAs. After this time
point tnc and under the assumption that users will follow the
same distributions (i.e. Pr(t<tnc ) (v|~u) ∼ Pr(t>tnc ) (v|~u)) then
the classifier will remain accurate. However, since the above
assumption might not apply, the classifier can be re-trained
(e.g. through a Batch Learning Support Vector Machine) or
incrementally updated (e.g. through an Incremental Naive
Bayes classifier) as presented in this section.
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The cold-start problem in VAAs is not an insurmountable
obstacle since data mining classifiers can rapidly learn the
limited variability of the electorate’s behaviour.
• Social VAAs can operate as citizen sensors by tracking
voter perceptions and feelings on issues and candidates.
By incorporating a community based voting recommendation, for the first time in real world setting, the Choose4Greece
VAA (and all subsequent VAAs deployed by the Preference
Matcher research team) has provided users with alternative
recommendations that go beyond those solely based on the
matching of policy preferences. In doing so, the approach has
highlighted the importance of the social/community dimension
that influences an individual’s vote choice –a formulation
of the problem which is closer to alternative theories of
voting behaviour which current VAA design has neglected
by focusing exclusively on matching users’ policy preferences
with party positions.
•

XI. F UTURE W ORK
Evidently there are many interesting research directions
that remain unexplored in this paper. Important issues such
as data privacy in VAAs and transparency in the VAA’s
recommendation engine demand the proper attention from the
scientific community. Another interesting research challenge
is the automated collection of the party profiles by crawling
the world wide web and using Natural Language Processing
techniques in order to extract such information.
It is worth pointing out some of the issues that arise when
well-known data mining and recommendation algorithms are
applied to Voting Advice Applications. In fact, VAAs have
certain specific requirements that, as far as we are aware, no
single mining/recommendation scheme can confront.
• Data are in general sparse. Many missing values arise
because users avoid answering all questions.
• Vote intention in most VAAs is an imbalanced attribute
since usually there are some political parties that have
much more voters than the smaller parties.
• There are strong correlations and patterns among the
issue-questions in a VAA. A recommendation engine
should take into consideration such patterns.
• Recommendation schemes should be able to adapt to
changes in data (see Section VIII-G (“Stream Classification and Cold Start Problem”)) either by batch or
incremental learning.
• Another interesting issue is the vulnerability of the community based module to attacks of political parties that
will probably try to manipulate the recommendations.
The multi-agent system (MAS)[61] paradigm can be utilized
in order to model the interactions of voters within the SVAA
community. Users of the system can invite others through
social networks (Facebook, Twitter). In the current version
of the Preference Matcher engine, interactions between users
are recorder anonymously. Such information includes “whoinvited-whom” tuples, which in future research could be used
to identify influential users and interactions among voters.
In this context, the modeling of such interactions can be
implemented through the exploitation of multi-agent-systems.
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Finally, user evaluation of all algorithms will be continued as
the Preference Matcher consortium will be establishing new
Voting Advice Applications in future elections.
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